Binary Tree Migrator Pro for Active Directory

Binary Tree Migrator Pro by Quest for Active Directory lets you merge, consolidate, or restructure your Active Directory environment. It securely migrates objects, settings, and properties. You can use it to automate your migration while keeping your migrated and un-migrated users, devices, and applications in sync. And, Binary Tree Migrator Pro for Active Directory includes Binary Tree Directory Sync Pro by Quest for a unified GAL on Day One of any project.

FEATURES

• Streamlined Active Directory migration and domain consolidation
• AD Analysis reports and charts
• Object and Folder blacklist
• NAS ReACL profiles
• Ability to run custom PowerShell scripts against migrated devices
• Offline domain join process for migrating remote devices (requires trust)
• Agent auto-discover for agents deployed by GPO (requires DNS SRV record)
• Browser based UI for remote administration
• No RPC or remote registry access
• Windows 10 ReACL Rollback

BENEFITS

• Domain consolidation
• Scheduled and automated migration operations
• Not interrupting remote end-user productivity
• Highly conducive to migration of workstations in a distributed workforce
• On-premises install for cloud sensitive scenarios

NOTES

• SSL certificate is recommended
• For reporting features SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) is required
• Includes Binary Tree Directory Sync Pro
• Professional Services are available

SPECs

Synchronizations supported

• Active Directory to/from Active Directory
• AD inter/intra forest sync
• Users, Groups, Devices (user workstations and member servers)

Credential Cache/Offline Domain Join

• Binary Tree Migrator Pro for Active Directory performs offline domain join to the new target domain without needing to VPN or contact a domain controller for the first login by leveraging Microsoft’s ability to cache credentials to pre-login users to their new domain prior to device cutover.

ABOUT QUEST

Quest creates software solutions that make the benefits of new technology real in an increasingly complex IT landscape. From database and systems management, to Active Directory and Office 365 management, and cyber security resilience. Quest helps customers solve their next IT challenge now. Quest Software. Where next meets now.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

CONSOLE OPERATING SYSTEMS

| Windows Server 2012 R2 |
| Windows Server 2016 |
| Windows Server 2019 |

MINIMUM HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

| 6 GB RAM |
| 10 GB disk |

SQL SERVER VERSIONS


.NET FRAMEWORK

4.5.2+

SUPPORTED DOMAIN/FOREST FUNCTIONAL LEVELS

2012 R2 and 2016

SUPPORTED DEVICE/REACL/CUTOVER OPERATION SYSTEMS

| Windows 7, 10 |

* Microsoft Extended Support required for Microsoft-related product issues